pyhf

big arrows -> User interfaces present software libraries
which are scaled out with software infrastructure that is
run on hardware infrastructure.
We should be able to choose a suite of applications in
each tier and from those construct an end-to-end
analysis example using modern technologies.

pythonic roostats
Parameter Extraction

arrows on the side -> directions of increasing
abstraction

neos

dotted lines - diagnostics

It is clear from this representation that diﬀerentiable
analysis at scale is not yet possible but also not that far
away with focused eﬀort on the right aspects.

madminer
Coﬀea Processor

More or less this is the "dual" to the diagram with the
use cases.

Here the importance and relative lacking of a
consistent, scalable treatment of systematic errors is
underlined (though there are some good indications of
direction).

HEP Tables

Circle leaves of each tree until you have a functioning
analysis system and facility to run the system. If you
cannot construct something end-to-end, then you know
where you need to work.

Data Transformation / Queries

Coﬀea NanoEvents

Cabinetry
Coﬀea Executor
coﬀea.hist
Histogram Representation

physics objectives

ray / dask / spark / parsl

boost.histogram

summaries / physics observables

Workﬂow Steering

REANA

neos diﬀ'able hists

coﬀea.hist
Histogram Plotting

vector

Hist

4-vectors and physics objects
Coﬀea NanoEvents

Optimization

pyhf

makes it
straightforward
to use

PyTorch

zﬁt

Tensorﬂow

neos

Minuit
Corrections

Coﬀea lookup_tools

cabinetry

Experiment Speciﬁc Tools

Experiment-speciﬁc tools:
DBS/AMI, Rucio

Largely up to the user??? / expt. speciﬁc

Data discovery
Python ecosystem: intake
https://github.com/intake/intake

neos

mlﬂow

data ﬂow

Coﬀea Weights (template book-keeping)
Rucio

PyTorch

ServiceX

JAX

is scaled up/out
on, or requests
data from

Julia

synthesizes data of
Data Delivery

MLOps

(enquiries about
progress, rendered
processing structure)

control ﬂow

Systematics

Columnar Operations

Fitting Model Assembly

madminer

Software Libraries

Diﬀerentiation

User Interface

Xcache
Dask

awkward array

Spark

uproot
ROOT ﬁle Access

Parsl

ServiceX_Frontend
Task Queue

MLOps

synthesizes data of

mlﬂow
(resource usage /
allocation,
throughput metrics)

Object Store

CCTools/WorkQueue
funcX
Ray

Ceph
exposes
resources / data
available on

MinIO

SkyHook

Skyhook

Column store
Nick's Prototype "ColumnService"

HTCondor

Jupyter

Batch System

Kubernetes pods

Hardware Infrastructure

Service Orchestration

Rucio volatile RSEs?
Kafka

user access infrastructure

funcX

Kubernetes
???
(Part of Object Store?)

Data Transfer Infrastructure

Notebook Service

Slurm
HPC Scheduler

full event-wise data

Software Infrastructure

where does X go?
Authz
Metrics collection
Cost management
QoS labeling

Microservice hosting
infrastructure

low-level instructions

